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SUMMARY

Our main objact here is to analyze the process cf inducticn of (two

sided) ideals in envaloping algebras, in particular the behaviour of their

associated varietias, by means of the new concept of relative envelopino
-..:."

alaebras. For any algsbraic group H, and any H principal fibration X~ Y

ws define the relative enveloping algebra as the sheaf of algebras 11 on Y

made up by all H invariant diFferential operators on X. If the principal

fibration is trivial, then U identifies with the enveloping algebra U(h)

of the Lie algebra h cf H, tensored by the sheaF Dy cf differential

operators on the base Y. On8 cf Qur main constructions is the following:
N

For an ideal J cf U(~) we ccnstruet an sheaf cf ideals J in U, which

is 0 ~ J in a loeal trivialization. In a special ease (H a torus, J maxi
Y

mal), the sheaf tJ./5' 1s known as "twisted differential operators" in the

li terature [Bes~.

For Qur present main purpose, ws apply this naw eoncapt to the principal

fibration G~ G/H cf an algebraic group G by a ClOS8d subgroup H.

Let S = Lie G. The 18ft G action gives riss to an algebra homomorphism

Ueg)~ r( G/H ttL ), and 80 an ideal J of U(!2) givas r isa to a homomor

phism U(S) ~r(G/H, 1L(J). Now the kernel of this homomorphism turns out

tc be the ideal I induced from J in U(S), up to a certain "twist 11

(corollary of proposition "2) •

Our main result (theorem 2) gives then the precise relation between

tha a5sociated varieties of J resp. I in h resp. ,9,., in the ease H

parabolic. The behaviour cf assoeiated varieties of ideals i5 analogaus to

that of wave front sets of representations, as studied by Barbasch and Vogan [sv].

We define the. "characteristic varietv of a cohersnt 'lt.-modul"s )l. "8S a subva-

riety Ch()t) in (T~X)/Ht and ws prove that i ts image under the momentum map

contains the associated variety cf the U(~)-moduI8 f'(G/H, )t), assuming H

parabolic. Applicaticn tc ..M.. = u Ir then yields our main result. This genera

lizes same of the results in [BB] land [SBJ 11 I.

Ws also usa this opportunity to report on recent work cf V.Ginsburg and

B.Kostant concerning shifted cotangant bundles and polarizations, and to relate

it to our present context. Finally, same applications to Oixmier sheets and

to a ecnjecture of Gelfand and Kirillov are made.



INTRODUCTION

Gur present article is the second in aseries of'three about differential

operators on homogeneous spaces. We note that the first and the third have al

ready appeared in print as [BB]! resp. [BB]111, but that all three may be read

separately, because they ,are essentially 10gical1y independent, though closely

related. The relation is given not only by the common central object, that is

a systematic study of rings and sheaves of differential operators on a homo

geneous space, but also by a common motivating problem, which is the camputation

af associated varieties of ideals in enveloping algebras. In each of the three

articles, we first develop some new ideas and results for a systematic theory,

cf differential operators on homogeneous spaces, and then apply them to the

determination cf associated varieties, as a kind of "test problemlI.

The theoretical effort made ta develap aur new methads is justified by such

applications, in view of the progress made in each part on open questions raised

in the previous literature. For detailed reviews of the contents of parts land

III, we refer to the individual intraductions in [BBI] resp. [BBIII}. Before we

now turn to a specific repert cf the contents of the present part Ir , let us

first make aur general terminology a little; more precise.

By a "homcgeneous spacel! Y, we mean a complex algebraic variety Y, equipped

with a transitive action af some linear algebraic graup G. Equivalently, Y = G/H

is the quotient cf G, by same clased subgroup H, up to isamarphism. Mareever,

we have ta assume Y complete, er equivalently H parabolic, at least for most

of our major results. Dur differential operators are linear, with algebraic coef

ficients. They make up a sheaf of noetherian rings on Y, denoted Vy'
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Since

we make a point, in aur whole series, of working entirely in terms of algebraic

methods, we have to refer here to the ~tale topology on Y. To clarify this

point, we recall for the convenience of the reader the definition of the sheaf

Vy ' as weIl as its loeal description,in § o.

The main purpose of this article is to develop the concept of altrelative

enveloping algebra'· for the study of the canonical fibration G---+ G/H. In

fact, we introduce this nation in chapter 1 for the more general situation of

an arbitrary H-prineipal fibre bundle f: X~ y, that is a smooth mor

phism of algebraic manifolds with H action such that the fibres are free H

orbits. The relative enveloping algebra of such a fibration is defined as the

sheaf of rings on Y given by

U = f*((Vx)H),

that is we take all differential operators on the total spaee X which are H

invariant, and consider the sheaf that they make up on the base space Y.

In the special case where the base Y reduces to a single point, so that

the sheaf 'U reduces to a single stalk, observe that we obtain the usual de

finition of the enveloping algebra U(b) of the Lie algebra ~ of H, namely

as the ring of all differential operators on Hinvariant under right trans

lations. More generally, the sheaf U may be described as a tensor product

Vy ~ U(~) whenever the fibration is trivial. In full generality, such a des

cription holds locally, for any loeal trivialization of the bundle, but not

globally. In this sense, the new concept is a proper generalization (not only

a scalar extension) of that of an enveloping algebra.
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Dur original purpase for introducing relative enveloping algebras was to

study induced ideals. This is a short term for annihilators of induced modules.

The process of induction attaches to each ideal J in U(~) a certain ideal

I in the enveloping algebra of ~ = Lie G, namely the largest one contained

in JUC~). (Here "ideal ll means two-sided ideal.) Although this process is so

easily defined, its effect had turned out to be surprisingly difficult to under

stand. We can get here same more controlover this process by means of the

following more refined eonstruction in the relative enveloping algebra U of

the fibration G~ G/H: for each ideal J in U(h), we construct a certain

sheaf of ideals j in U which lIlocallyU (i.e. for each 10eal trivialization

cf the bundle) coincides with Vy @ J.

In case of the fibration G~ G/H, the left G action gives rise to a

ring homomorphism U(~) ~ r(G/H,U), sinee it eommutes with the right H

action on G. Then a crucial result states that the kernel of the composed

homomorphism

U(~) ~ r(G/H,U)~ r(G/H,u/j)

i s the idea 1 induced by J in UCgJ, up to a certa In "twi st ", see the Coro 11 ary

of proposition 2 for a precise statement. This result generalizes our earlier

result in [BBJI, 3.6; it provides the basis for our applications to the study

cf induced ideals.

We point out here, however , that the construction cf j again

applies to an arbitrary H principal fibration. Let us mention the following

example, which is known from the previous literature. We first note that if H

is a torus, henee U(~) = S(~) eomrnutative, and if we take for J a maximal

ideal in U(!!) , then U/J is sheaf of 1ttwisted differential operators" on Y.
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Then we apply the construction to the principal H fibration

x = G/(8,8)~ Y = G/B,

where H is a maximal torus in a Borel subgroup B of G, to obtain the twis

ted differential operators cansidered in [BeBe].

In chapter 2, we intraduce the nation of characteristic variety of a co

herent u-madule. This is just an obvious madification af the usual cancept of

characteristic variety of a coherent V-module, that is a support of an associated

graded module, as familiar fram the general theory of V-modules. By definition,

the characteristic variety Ch{M) of the coherent U-module M is a clased sub

variety in the quotient (T*X)/H of the cotangent space T*X. over the bundle

space X by the free H action. In proposition 3 1 we give g description of

the characteristic variety Ch(U/j), where J is the sheaf of ideals "inducedll

from an ideal J in U(~) by the above mentioned construction. This descrip

ticn is in terms of the associated variety of J, that is the zero set in h*

of the as soc iated graded idea I in gr U(bJ = S(~), usua 11y denoted V(gr J) = V(U(.b)/J)

in the literature (see e.g. [BBJ1).

Again the special case where H is commutative, and J a maximal ideal

of U(~) = S(~), deserves special attention as an example relating our new con

cepts to the work cf other authors. The associated variety of J consists of
,.,

a single point ~ € h* in this case, and the characteristic variety of U/J

identifies with the sa-called "shifted cotangent bundle ll T* Y of the base
jJ

space Y; in particular it carries a natural structure of a sympl~ic manifold.

The nation of shifted cotangent bundles was suggested independently by V. Gins

burg [G1J, [G2J, and B. Kostant (unpublished). If the llshift ll
jJ is zero, then

it coincides with the cotangent bundle T*Y in the ardinary sense, otherwise .
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it is only 10eally (i.e. with respeet to a loeal trivialization) isomorphie to

T*Y, but differs from it in general by same global Iltwist ll
• If we further spe

cialize,this example to the case of a one parameter group H, then the sections

of the shifted cotangent bundle may be interpreted as connections of our H

principal fibration by a result of A. Weinstein (see proposition 5 for details).

- In this context, we also communicate same results of 8. Kostant about polari

zations of coadjoint G orbits in ~*, and their eharacteristization in terms

of shifted cotangent bundles (theorem 1), complemented by some results on

associated varieties in the context of ehapter 3 (theorem 3). We are grateful

to. B. Kostant for his generaus kind permisssion to repert on these unpublished

ideas of his at the present epportunity.

In chapter 3, we finally came to aur main purpose which originally moti

vated our cancept of relative enveloping algebras, namely to establish the

behaviour of associated varieties af ideals in, enveloping algebras under para

balic induction. This is achieved in our present theorem 2 in full generality,

while our methods employed in part I resp. 111 give only partial results, re

stricted to annihilators of finite dimensional resp. of highest weight modules

(cf. [SB]! resp. [BB]111). A completely analagous result had previously been

estab1ished for the so-called llwave-front-sets ll of representations by Barbasch

and Vogan [SV]. The behaviour under parabolic induction is very easy to guess,

but surprisingly hard to prove for associated varieties (cf. the comrnents in

[SV]). Let us explain aur solution of this problem here a little more preci-se

ly.

In our previous notation, we consider the principal H fibration G~ G/H,

and we now assume H a parabolic subgroup. Let J be an ideal in U(~), and

the induced ideal in U(~). The claim is that the associated variety of !
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is obtained from that of J as

V(g r I) = Gp -1 V(gr J) ( 1)

where p: ~* ~ ~* denotes restriction, and G ... denotes G-saturation
toJ

(cf. theorem 2). As a first ingredient, we use the sheaf of ideals J in U,

and the description of its characteristic variety in (T*G)'/H ~ GxH g*, as men

tioned before in this introduction, to obtain an analogue of (1) on the level

of characteristic varieties, viz.

Ch(u/j) = GxH p-1 V(gr J). (2)

Second, we use the canon ica I map Tt: (T*G) /H ---?.[* (a mod if ied lImomentum map 1"

cf. [BB]I) to relate (2) to (1). In fact this map obviously maps the right-hand

sides onto each other, so it suffices to prove the same for the left-hand sides,

in order to derive (1) from (2). It actually suffices to prove only one inclusion,

namely
,..,

V(gr I) c x Ch(u/J). (3)

(This is because the ether conclusion in (1) is anyway true [B01]). Third, we

use the above mentioned fact that the induced ideal lappears as the kernel
,.,

of the canonical hemomorphism af U(~) inta the ring of global sections of U/J,

which gives

V(gr I) = V(U(~)/I) c v(r(G/H,u/3)). (4 )

Hence, as a fourth and last step to complete our argument, it suffices to knaw

for the U-module M= u/J and its U(~)-madule 9f global sections M= f(G/H,M)

that we have

V(M) ,-c- 1t Ch(M). (5 )

(Because (5) and (4) imply (3) and hence (1).) In fact, we establish (5) even

for an arbitrary coherent U-module M in our proposition 5 (special case i = 0

there) .

At this point of aur argument, the ccmpleteness af G/H (cr the parabo-
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licity of H) is crucial, since it implies first properness of n, and then

finite type of M. We use similar arguments in [SBJIII to prove a result re

lated to (5), which also relates associated to characteristic varieties, see

loc.cit., theorem 1.9.

As a final topic in this chapter, we discuss the case of the H princi

pal fibration X = G/(P,P)~ GIP, where G is semisimple, P parabolic, and

H = P/(P,P) hence a torus. It seems to us that the relative enveloping alge

bra U for this fibration should provide a usefull setting to study the con

cept of a llDixmier map", which can be (well-)defined as in [Be 3J on the set of

. G-orbits in the ItDixmier-sheet" [80 2J, [BK] attached to P. In fact, the image

of the "moment maptl Jl:(T*X)/H -'-".9,.* is the closure of this Dixmier sheet

(i dent ify .9,.* = 9..), and the map 1t' i tse 1fis i ts f amous lIgenera 1ized Grothend ieck

simultaneous resolutionlI. Now each G-orbit in the Dixmier sheet for P is re

presented by an element f polarized by Q = Lie P (in fact, this defines the

Dixmier sheet), and the so-called llorbit method lt of Dixmier-Kirillov attaches

to this orbit the ideal in U(.9,.) induced from the maximal ideal of U(p)

given by f. It can be proven, generalizing [803J, that this process attaches

a well-defined induced ideal to each orbit in the Dixmier sheet. It is a very·

delicate questian, answered positively in [BJJ for G = SLn only, wether this

map is also injective on the orbit space of the fixed sheet . We suggest here

to modify the orbit methad by attaching to f above the corresponding sheaf

of induced ideals in U, since the G-orbit of f can actually be reconstructed

from this sheaf, as we show in proposition 7 and its corallaries. So our "modi

fied orbit mapll becomes injective. For this purpose, we have to introduce another.

nation of characteristic varieties, refering to an alternative filtration on

the relative enveloping algebra.
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However, this eirele of ideas has not been developped very far yet and

should be further investigated in the future. In partieular , we conelude the

last ehapter by stating same typieal open problems arising in this eontext.
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§ o. Differential operators on algebraic varieties:

definitions and loeal eXßressions

Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a field k of characteristic

0; we denote by 0x the sheaf of (germs of) regular funetions on X. Inside

the sheaf Endk (OX) assoeiated to the presheaf U~ Endk(OU) , one may,

following [BGGJ, eonsider the subsheaves Vx(m) (for m E~) defined as fol

lows:

( i) Vx(-1) = 0 and Vx(0) = 0x c: Endk(0x) •

(ii) Vx(m) is the subsheaf of Endk (OX), whose loeal seetions satisfy

[Vx(m), 0xJ c Vx(m-1), for any integer m~ o.

Then VX = UVX(m) isa· sheaf of a1gebras 0 n X; 0 ne ha s VX(m). VX(k)
m

c Vx (m+k) and [Vx(rn) , VX(k)J c VX(m+k-1), henee grVx =(!) [Vx (rn)/Vx(m-1)J
m

is a eommutative sheaf of rings on X. If Q:T*(X) ---7 X is the projeetion,

Q*OT*(X) is isomorphie to grVx• By [EGA 2J, Q*OT*(X) is a coherent sheaf

of rings whieh is even noetherian in the sense of [KKJ. Hence the same is true

In order to give the traditional" deseription of Vx in terms of 10eal

coordinates, we will need the following

Proposition 0: Vx is in a natural way a sheaf of rings on X for the etale

topology.

Proof: First we show that Vx is a presheaf on X for the etale topology.

For i: U~ X an etale morphism , we have a morphism f(X,Tx) ---7 f (U,TU)

since any tangent vector field lifts uniquely under an etale morphism. This de-

fines a map r(x, Vx(1))~ f(U,VU(1)). Now Vx is generated by Vx(1) as

a sheaf of algebras, hence it is easy to extend the previous map to a morphism

of algebras. This proves our first claim.
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u ~ X) be a covering of X in the etale topology [Gi],
Cl

i are etale and their images cover X. We have to prove that
Cl:

o~ r(x,Ox) ---+ ~ r(Ua,VU ) ---+ @ r(Ua Xx Uß, °U
a

Xx U
ß

)
a. a Cl,ß

i s exact. So let P E: r (U ,Ou) be such that p'. ard Pß restriet to the same
Cl'. Ci. Ci

Cl'.

element Pa,ß of r(Va Xx Vß, OVa Xx U
ß
)' It is well-known thnt 0x is a

sheaf for the etale topology, hence the sequence

o -----:!l' r(x,OX) ----+ G> r(UalOU )~ $ r(Ua Xx Uß, 0u U ).
a a a,ß a Xx ß

is exact. Therefore the commutative diagram

e p
ß a,ß

a,

defines an endomorphism of r(x,Ox). We may similarly construct an endomorphism

of r(v,Ov) for any Zariski-open set of X, and these endomorphisms are com

patible. Hence we have a section P of Endk (OX), which maps to the section

Pa of Vu C Endk (OU )j let us check that P is in fact a section of Vx' Let
a Ci.

X€ X, and V a neighbourhood of X which is contained in the image of some

map ia . If Pa is a section of 0u (ma ), then 9v is a section of VX(ma),
a

which proves the proposition.

Now for any point X of X, there is a neighbourhood U of X and an

etale morphism ~: U~An. Recall that for (zl, ... , zn) linear coordinates

on ~n, 0 is a free-left O·n-module with basis
An ~
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CL 1
Cln

a Ö a
- =
OZCL Cl. a

ÖZ 1 1 öz nn
indexed by n Since Vu ~*V nCL EIN. = =

/A

DU is a free left 0u-module with basis

-1
0u~ II (D/An) it follows that

~-1(O n)
A

11 - 1 "(~) . 1 a S 1
t'" or Slmp y -.. 0 any e e-

öz
CL

öz
CL

ment of r(u,Vu) has a unique expression as

L: f Ö

la\':: m Cl az~

where f € R(U). In the same situation, there is a rational morphisma

T*(U)~ T*(An). The corresponding morphism R(T*(~n)) ~ R(T*(U)) coin-

eides with the graded map of D(An)~ D(U). In fact we have even T*(U) =

Ux T*(An).
.A

n

Remark: We refer to [EGA4] for adefinition of the sheaf of differen-

tial operators of order.:: m as elements of HomO (P1'*
" X

where 6 Xc XxX is the diagonal, with defining sheaf of

P1: XxX~ X is the first projection.

then implies the following equality

V P Hdim X (p * nmax )
X = 1'* 6 2 X

X

....m+1
(OXxX/J /). ), 0x)

X
ideals J6 , and

X
Grothendieekls duality theory [H2]

where is the sheaf of differential forms of maximal degree (i.e. of

degree dirn X); in the eomplex-analytic context, this is used in [SKKJ as a

as adefinition of VX.
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§ 1. Induced representations and the concept

of relative enveloping algebras

Dur Lie algebras are finite dimensional over seme algebraically clased

base field k of characteristic D. Let ~ be a Lie algebra, and ~ c ~ a

subalgebra. Let U(~) resp. U(~) c U(~) denete their enveloping algebras.

Let us recall the nation af induction af modules (resp. ideals) of U(~) to

modules (resp. ideals) of U(~):

If M is a (left) U(~)-module, then
.9-

Ind h M = U(~) ~ U(~) M

is called the (left) U(~)-module induced fram M. If is a (two-sided)

ideal of U(~), then the largest (two-sided) ideal J contained in the left

ideal U(~)I generated by I in U(9..) is called the ideal induced from I

in U(~). The two notions are related as folIows, as is well-known (and easy

to prove, cf. [0 i J•

Lemma 1: Let M be a U(~)-module, and I = Ann M its annihilator. Let N

be the U(~)-module induced from M, and J = Ann N its annihilator. Then

J is the ideal induced from I in U(~).

Remark: We recall that Dixmier [Oi], intraduces the nation of "twis-

ted induction". Let x denote the character of h such that

x(x) = 1 trace /h ad x,
'2" .9.._

for all x € h.

Für any U(.b.)-module M, the "twisted induced module" is given by
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We shall meet below instead the IIdoubly twisted induction ll
, replacing x by

A = x, which results in the U(~)-module

.9. ~ max
Indh M~ k

A
' = Ind h M0 A (9.112).

In the sequel, H is a·linear algebraic group over k, acting on a smooth

algebraic variety X. We shall study sheaves of modules over Vx, the sheaf of

differential operators on X (cf. parts I,III), which are llequivariant ll under

the action of H in the following weak sense:

Let q: H x X---+ X denote the action, and p: H x X---. X the pro-

jection. Notice that both inverse image sheaves p*M and q*M are modules over

VH x X~ VHUU Vx (the external tensor product, notation [GodementJ), hence

over the subsheaf 0H OOV X. Then we define a weakly H-equivariant Vx-module

to be a VX-module M, equipped with an isomorphism

a: q*M ----... p*M

of, 0H 00 Vx-modu 1es, such that Q induces a group act ion of H on M(i. e.

a satisfies the appropriate cocycle condition ensuring this, cf. [MuJ.

The isomorphism a will be refered to as the (weak) eguivariance datum. The

same weak notion of equivariance is used in [BBM, § 2.12J, see also [MuJ

for more back-ground.

In the present paper, we shall use this notion to interpret modules

over the enveloping algebra as weakly equivariant V-modules on the group,

as stated more precisely in the next lemma. We let ~ denote the Lie alge

bra of H, which we define as the Lie algebra of right-invariant vector

fields on H. Then the enveloping algebra U(~) identifies with the algebra

of right invariant differential operators on H (as usual, cf. e.g. aur
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part I, section 3.3). Hence we can make any ~-module M into a VH-module

by the process

M ---. VH ~u(~) M,

which is known as the U 10cal ization of M on H" (cf. part I, [BeBe], [BK]).

The following facts may be enlightening.

Lemma 2:

a) The localization on H of any U(~)-module is weakly equivariant with re

spect to the action of H on itself by right multiplications.

b) The localization functor (*) establishes an equivalence of the category of

all left U(~)-modules with the category of all weakly H-equivariant quasi

coherent left VH-modules.

c) A quasi-inverse functor is given by
HM ----il' r{H,M) , (**)

i.e. by taking the module of those global ?ections of M which are in-

variant under fight translations.

It remains to exhibit the equivariance datum for the VH-module VH~(~) M,

to which the lemma refers. For this purpose, let us first recall the following

-(cf. also [BSllI], 1.7).

Lemma 3: Multiplication in VH induces an isomorphism

0H ~ U(.b) -04 VH

of sheaves of (OH,U(~))-bimodules.

This may be proven by filtering both sides in the usual way. Then one

gets, on the associated graded sheaves, in each degree n ~ 0, the morphisms

0H<Z1< Sn ~.~) ~Sn(TH)'

where TH is the tangent sheaf of H. These are isomorphisms, namely the

standard trivializations of Sn(TH).
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Now we conclude fram Lemma 3 that

VH~(~) M~ 0H ~k M

as 0H-madules. On the right hand side, h acts by

x.(f ~ m) = x(f) <Xl m+ fIX> (x.m),

(where x E h, f € 0H' m e. M). Now let us exhibit the equivariance datum

a,

where q: H x H~ Hdenotes the action, and P2: H x H~ H projec

tion on the second factor. As 0H x H-modules, we have

P2 (VH lZtJ(h) M) :! 0H x H c&> -1 P2 1
,(OH ~._M) 't 0H x'H C\ M,

- P2 (OH) .

and similarly,

50 both inverse image sheaves of VH~(~) M with respect to P2 resp. q

identify with the same sheaf 0H x H~ M. Hence the sought-for equivariance

datum a. Using lemma 3 once again, one easily checks that a is both 0H x H

linear and P21(U(~))-linear, hence 0H 00 VH-linear. This proves lemma 2a),

that is for each U(~)-module M, the VH-module M: = VH~(~) M becomes weak

ly H-equivariant.

To describe the .quasi-inverse functor (2c)), let us first describe the

action of H on r(H,M). 8y the linearity of our group H, and the equi-

variance datum a, we obtain a morphism

f(H,M) ~ f(H x H, q*M)

which by the cocycle condition for a gives r(H,M) the structure of a co

module aver r(H'OH)' hence an H action (cf. [MuJ. In this comodule, the

H-invariants
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form a module over the algebra

r(H,vH)H ~ U(.t!).

Hence we have reconstructed M from M, as claimed in lemma 2c). - To complete

the proof of the lemma, we note that the functor M---+ M is obviously fully

faithful, and that its essential surjectivity follows from the fact that a quasi

coherent H-equivariant 0H-module L is generated by its invariant global sec

tions L= r(H,L)H.

As suggested by lemma 2, we shall now proceed by describing the process of

"induction" fram h to .9.. in terms of V-modules. Dur sheaf-theoretic analogue

of the induced' module will be a sheaf of modules on the homogeneous space G/H,

over a certain sheaf of algebras U on G/H, which we will call allrelative

enveloping algebraII, and which we want to define now.
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We shall introduce the notion of a"relative enveloping algebra" here in

the more general situation of any principal homogeneous fibration f: X~ Y

under a right action of H on X; in the applications, X will be a linear

algebraic group G, and Y = G/H its quotient by a closed subgroup H c G.

So X and Y are smooth algebraic varieties over k, f: X---+ V is a

smooth morphisrn, H acts on X on the right, the diagram

x x H

lp1
X

commutes, and the H-bundle f is locally trivial for the etale topology ( li iso

trivialeIl in the terminology of J.-P. Serre [Se]1. ):

For any y € V, there exists an etale morphism U~ V, the image of which

contains y, such that there exists

X Xv U~ U X H,

an H-invariant isomorphism, H acting on U x H by right translation on the

second factor.

Remark: In practice, it is too strict a condition for a fibration to be

locally trivial for the Zariski-topology. Most of the constructions to follow

would also work in the context of complex analytic manifolds.

Consider the projection f*(Vx) of the sheaf Vx to V. This is a sheaf

of algebras, on which the group H acts. Let U be the sheaf of invariants
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Definition: U is called allrelative enveloping algebraI'.

Let U~ Y be an ~ta le open set such that X xy U~ Ux H as above;

then it is easy to identify i- 1(U) with Vu~ U(~) (the tensor product of

the sheaves of algebras DU and U(~).

Lemma 4: U is a coherent sheaf of rings. Its fibers are left and right noetheri6n

rings.

This is easy to prove when the H-bundle is trivialized. Hence the state

ment of the lemma is valid on each open set of an etale open covering, hence
,

it is true on Y (see [EGA 4J, 2erre partie, 2.5).

Choose x E X, and let y = f(x). To each left U(~)-module M, we will

associate a quasi-coherent sheaf Mx of left U-modules, concentrated at the

point y. First recall the sheaf of left VH-modules M= VH~(~) M. Since H

is identified with f-1(y) by the choice of x, in such a way that the right

action of H on f-1(y) corresponqs to the action of H on itself by right

translations, one may view M as a sheaf of left V 1 -modules. One then
~ f- (y)

has a way of constructing a sheaf M of left Vx-modules, concentrated on

f- 1(y). To explain this, let Z = f- 1(y), and let j: z~ X be the in

clusion. One may define a sheaf Vx~ Z of (j Vx,Vz)-bimodules [K1 ,p.43J 1

[BjJ. Let o~ax (resp. o~ax) be the sheaves of differential forms of maxi-

mal degree on X (resp. Z). Then o~ax is a sheaf of right Vx-modules (with

w.v = -8 v(W), for w a section of n~ax, v a vector field on X, and Sv de

noting Lie derivation l see [K1J cr CBjJ. Consider the sheaf VX~O (O~ax)<X)-1,
X
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it is a left 0x-module in two different ways

... the first module structure is just given by

P. (Q ~ w) = PQ 00 w.

- the second one arises as follo~s: Vx is obviously a right Vx-module;

now for any sheaf N of right VX-modules,

N ~O (n~ax )0- 1 = HomO (n~ax, N)
X X

is a sheaf of left Vx-modules, a vector field v acting on a section ~ of

~ (n~ax, N) by
X

v .<p (w) = ~ (w •v) ... <p (w) •v •

This gives the second Vx-module structure on

are local coordinates, (dz)~1 the section of

1 ndz = dz 11. ••• A dz to 1, then the vector field

by -0... (P <g) (dz)@-1) = - (P.~) ~ (dz)0-1.
ai l

Consider now j-1(Vx ~O (n~ax)~-1), the inverse image to Z of Vx ~O (n~ax)~1;
X X

the second Vx-module structure on V 0 (nmax )0- 1 allows us ta endow
X 0x X

j-'(Vx 00x(n~aX)~1) with a left VZ-module structure. We still have an action

af j-1(VX)' caming fram the first action of Vx on Vx ®O (n~ax)~1; this action·
X

commutes with the action of VZ. Hence

Vx +-- Z = j -1 (V tX> (nffiax )0-1 ) ~ (nmdx )
X 0x X j-1(OX) Z

is d (j-1Vx,Vzl-birnoctule.

Given a sheaf M of left Vz-modules, we then define

i*(M) = M= j*(Vx~ z~z M). (Here j* just indicates that we consider this

sheaf, concentrated on Z, as a sheaf on X with zero fibres outside Z.) Let

us recall that this is an exact functor mapping (quasi-)coherent VZ-modules to
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(quasi-) coherent VX-modules with support in Z (See [Bj, p. 234-5J), PraD.

2.10.1 for exactness, 2.10.2 far caherence; Björk eonsiders anly the camplex ana

lytie case, but the arguments earry over ta the algebraic case eonsidered here,

replaeing open neighbourhoods by ~tale neighbourhoods.)

Loeal camputation: Let (Z1 , ... , zn) be 10eal.coordinates on X sueh that Z

has defining ideal (z 1J ••• ' Zk). Then (dz k+1A ••• /\ dznpr1 may be viewed as a

section of j*(n~aX)0-1 ~ (n~ax), hence as a section af VX.c.- Z•. As a j-1(Vx)

module, Vx+- Z is then generated by (dz k+1A ..• A dzn)~1, the annihilator of

which is the ideal of j-1(VX) generated by (zk+1, ... , zn). The action of -fr i
az

(for k + 1 ~ i ~ n), viewed as a vector field on Z, an Vx~ Z is given by

( k+ 1 . n)0-1 a I k+ 1 n)~ 1
F1z~ (dz A. ••• l\dz ) = - (P·---r)z(J;)(dz 1\ ••• Adz

·02
where P is a section of Vx' Pg the corresponding seetion of j-1(V X)' and

P. ~i is the product of twa sectians of VX. Hence as a VZ-module, Vx +- Z is
k

free with basis ( ~ Ci) ) where ICtf = 1: (Xi.
Cl . k 1

oZ11 •••• oZk Cl i ~ 0

In case Z is a point, Vx~ Z is isomorphie to H~ (X,OX), which is des

ribed in detai 1 in [BB I,· 1.6]. Natice also that '. Vx~ X = Vx.

-1Note that in aur case where Z = f (y), DX_ Z is a weakly H-equivariant sheaf

of (j-1 (Vx), VZ)-bimodules, hence M is a v.eakly H-equivariant sheaf cf 0X-birrOOules,

supported on f- 1(y). Then Mx: = [f*(M)]H is a left U-rnodule concentrated on

the point y; which we may identify with its fibre at y. This will be called

the uy-modu 1e i nduced from M- (of course, depend i ng on the cho ice of x€ f- 1(y) ) .

We need the following seIf-evident:

Lemma 5: Let Z1~ Xl' Z2 e:--,. X2 be cIosed .imers ions of smooth vari eties.

There'is a natural isomorphism
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Let U be an (etale) neighbourhood of y such that UX y X~ U x H as

always. We may then write:
f"J

M: T 1(U) = j * (VUxH ~ {y} xH V <Xl M) = VU~ {y} ~k ~1.
{y}xH
-~~ . - .. _-- -~-_ ........~---~-~~~ ..- ............... ..........--

-1 ,.., ( -1() )Hence, using lemma 2, we have r(f (y},M) = Vu E- {y} ~k f f Y ,. M , there-

fore the space of H-invariants in f(f- 1(y), ~h is equal to VU·.~{y} ~ M: Here

M = f(f- 1(y,),M)H via the equivalence explained in lemma 2. From this we deduce
N

Lemma 6: The functor M~ Mx is exact, and transforms U(~)-modules of finite

type~to Uy-mOdules of finite type.

We now turn to the induction of ideals.

Proposition 1: Let M be a U(~)-module, J its annihilator. There exists a
f'oI

sheaf J 'of two-s ided idea 1s of U, such that for any x ~ X, Y'. = f (x), the
~ - ~fibre Jy' is the annihilator of the uy-module Mx. Furthermore, J is a co-

herent sheaf of left (and right) ideals of u.

Proof.: One first verifies that j :=Ann M is independent on the choice of
y x

x € f- 1(y). To this aim, one may replace y by an ~tale neighbourhood of y,

and then reduce to the case X~ Y x H. Then for h E. H·;. o'ne· has
,.... Ad h Ad hM

X
' h = Vy t(;- {y} ~ M' where - M is the U(~)-module obtained from

,...,
M by l'twisting" the actionof ~ via Ad h. The annihilator of M

X
• h is then

V 00 Ad hJ = V <X> JeU : i t does not depend on h. To prove that theY,y Y,y Y_ N

collection of the Jy' for y e YI defines a sheaf J , one may verify it on each

open set of an etale' covering, using the etale descent for quasi-coherent sheaves

of Gy-modules [SGA 1J, Expose VIII. One then reduces to the case. X = Y X H,

which is obvious from the above description of the jy. The last statement fol

lows also by etale descent. Q.e.d.

We now spec i al ize these considerations to the si tuat ion f: X = G--)0 Y = G/H,

as mentioned earlier,; Recall the ,bimodule-isomorphism GG f2k U(.9.) ~ DG (Lem-
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ma 3). Projecting to G/H and taking the H-invariants, we get
H H H

U = [f*(VG) ] = [f*(0G)·<Z1< u(~) ] = [f*(0G)] ~ u(9) = 0G/ H~ U(~)

as a (OG/H,U(~))-bimodule" Similarly, U = U(~) ~ 0G/H' as (U(~),0G/H)-bimodule"

This is a nice description of U, although it samehow hides the multipli

cative structure: Let us'mentian that for g a section af 0G/H' ~ e~, the

commutator [~,g], camputed in U, is a function on G/H, such that its pull

back to G is ~.(gof). On the other hand, the description of U using a 10

cal trivialization of f does not lead to an easy description of the morphism

U(~) ~ u.
N

Proposition 2: Let M be a left U(~)-module. Then the uf (1)-module M1 is

canonically isomorphie to U(~) ~(~) [M ~ kA] as a U(~)-module.

Here we meet the chararcter

the beginning of this chapter.

A = 2x = trace~/h ad of ~, as mentioned at

Praof: We first notice that

j*(n~ax)0-1 00H(n~ax) ~ 0H ~ A
max (Ty,y) :; 0H ~ kA ,

where j is the inclusion of f-1(y) into G, y = f(1), as before. Hence, for

the localization of M on H,

M: = VH ~(~) M,

we have a natural map fram

M~ kA = r(H'VH~(~) [M 0 kA])H

to
H I'OJ H -

r(G'VG ot- H ~H M) = r(G,M) = M,"

This rnap is U(~)-linear, and so, by functoriality of induced modules, extends

uniquely to a U(~)-linear morphism
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Ini MllJ kx= U(~) ~ (b) u~ (X) kx]----. M1•

Dur claim is that this map is an isamarphism. To prove this, we use a free pre-

sentation of M~ kx as a U(~)-module, and apply lemma 3, to reduce to the case

M® kx = U(~), that is M= U(n) ~ k_x.-Then the above induced module is just

U(~), we have M= j*(j*VG), and we have to verify that the natural map

U(~) -----... r(H,j*VG)H

is an isomorphism.But

r(H,j*VG)H = r(H,u(~) <\ 0H)H = u(~) ~ f(H,OH)H = u(~),

and t he map i n quest ion i s just t heident i ty , mapon U(.9) . Q•E.0.

Corollary: Let M be any U(~)-module, and let I = Ann M denote its an

nihilator ideal in U(n). Then for any point y ~ G/H the kernel of the

map U(~) ---+ [U/IJy is given by the annihilator of the induced module

(*) i~i M: = U(~) ~(n) [M ~ kxJ·

Remark: We shall call (*) the "doubly twisted lt induced module of M,

and its annihilator the "doubly twisted" induced ideal of

ductory remarks af this chapter).

(cf. the intro-

The corollary follows from the definition of j (given in proposition 1),

and fram proposition 2, in the case y = f(1). By using the G-homogeneity of

the situation, it follows for arbitrary y as weIl.

Let us mention here also the following variant of proposition 2, dealing

with a situation which we had to study already in [BB1J, (see 3.11,4.6). In-

stead of the prinicipal H-fibration f: G~ G/H, we consider in this variant

the principal P/H-fibration f:G/P~ G/H, where P is another subgroup of

G, in which H is contained as anormal subgroup. Let p = Lie P. Let M be
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any left'~/~-module, and ccnsider 1t as aR-module with trivial action of h.

Denoting x € G/P, resp. y = f(x) E. G/H the images of 1 E: G, let us con

sider the Uy-module Mx as constructed in a more general situation above. Then

we have

(**) Mx ; In~ M

as U{~)-mod~les. (Here the lIdoubly twisted ll induced module is U(g) ~(~)[M~ k;\J,

;\ = trace~/Qad, notation (*)). As from proposition 2, we mayaiso conclude fram

its variant (**) a corollary describing the annihilator cf the induced module

in~ M. Details are left to the reader.

The reader may compare this result with loe. cit., corollary 3.11, where

we were dealing with the special ease that H = (P,P) is the commutator sub-

group of a parabolic subgroup P cf a semisimple grcup G. On this com

parison, the reader will notiee that we aetually encountered J1 re lative en

veloping algebrasIl in this context already in [BBI], although in a slightly

disguised form.

Let us naw diseuss an impartant elass of examples cf quotients cf relative

enveloping algebras. For an arbitrary principal H-fibration f: X~ Y, we

obtain fram any ideal of U(~) a sheave cf algebras u/T fram the relative

enveloping algebra U (notation: proposition 1). Let us consider more speci

fical1y the case of the kernel of a character, that is

I = I~: = (ker~)U(~) = Ann k
JJ

,

where JJ: h ------l> k isa character of h. We observe that the sheaf of a1gebras

.UlJ : = U/I lJ ,

coming fram a eharacter lJ, i5 loe811y isomorphie to Vy • (Here IIl oca ll y ll re

fers to the etale topalogy.) Indeed, for i: U~ Y an etale morphism such

that X xy U~ U x H, we have i- 1 UlJ = Vu~ [U(~)/IlJJ ~ Vu.
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For ~ = 0 for example, we note that Uo = u/ra is in fact canonically

isomorphie to Vy. To see this, first notice that the natural morphism of

sheaves of vector fields

H
f* (T X) ---+ Ty

extends to a natural morphism cf sheaves cf algebras of differential operators

U~Vy'

which is clearly surjective. It remains to determine its kernel. By an easy

camputation, lccally in the §tale topolagy, we identify the kernel with TO"

ApplYing this to the ease of the fibration of a group by a subgroup,

f: X = G---+ Y = G/H, we conclude the following

Cora 11 ary: The kerne 1 of the II operator representat ion II U(s)~ Vy

(terminalogy [BBIJ) is the annihilator cf the indueed module

in~ ko = U(~) ~(h) kA"

Comment: This resu1t was established in [BBI], corollary 3.6. It was ae

tually the desire to extend this result to induetion of more general (infinite

dimensional) ~-modules, whieh led us to the eoneept of "relative enveloping al

gebras ll as developed in the present paper.

Let us return to the sheaves U = U/I , as defined above for ~ E X(_h),
~ ~

where X(~) denotes the veetor spaee cf characters of h. We note that

the set of equivalence classes of those sheaves cf algebras on Y, which are

locally isomorphie to Vy (in the etale topology),and contain Oy as a subalge

bra, is in bijection with H1 (y~,n~,ct), the first cohomology group of the

sheaf n~,et C n~ of closed l-forms on the etale site Yet of Y. This ob

servation is due to Beilinson. Hence we obtain a map:
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X(~) ~ H
1
(YU' n~ ,ci)'

~ ---+ class of U~.

The composition of this map with the canonical map into .Hl(y,n~) is described

as follows. 8y replacing H with H/(H,H), and X with X/(H,H), we may assume

H eommutative, In that ease, we have an exaet sequenee of 10ca11y free sheaves

on Y
. H

o~ .b. ~ Oy -----..,. f*(T x) ---4> Ty~ o.
To ~ e X(.b.) is assoeiated another extension of Ty by Gy, which is classified

by an element of
1 1 1 1 1ExtO (Ty,Oy) = ExtO (Oy,ny) = H (Y,ny),

y- y

since Y is smooth. Thfs element is the image of the elass of U
~

More generally. we may eonsider any finite-dimensional irredueible H-module

E with annihilator I = AnnU(~) E, and still obtain a similarly natural des-
,.,

eription of the sheaf of algebras U/I as follows: We have U(.b.)/I~ Endk E.

Let E- denote the vector-bundle on Y determined by E. Then u/T is na

turally isomorphie to the sheaf of algebras Vy(E-) of differential operators

on y, aeting on the sectionsof E"".

Remark on direet and inverse images of U-modules. Given the classical notion

of morphisms of H-principal fibrations, one may develop a formalism of direct

and inverse image for sheaves of U-modules, entirely analogaus to the corres

ponding formalism of V~modules [Kl,4.3J. For example, let us give a few indi-

cations on how to define direct images, with respect to a morphism of H-princi-

pal fibrations, given by a commutative diagram

Y ') VI
h
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We first define a sheaf Uyt ~ Y af (h- 1 UY' ,Uy)-bimodules by

UY' ~ Y : = h- 1(U I r1'l.. ([f~ Om~x]H)@-1 ® _ [f*OmxaX]H .
...---- y -Uy I X h-1 (Gy I )

Then the direct image, cr 1tintegration along the fibres ll
, of a complex M'

of uy-modules may be defined by (cf. loe. cit.)

~ M" = Rh* (Uy I _ y ~~y M").

Similarly, in the duality far Uy-modules, one uses the uy-medule [f*n~ax]H

instead cf n~ax. However, since w~ have no use for this fermalism here, let

us leave the details to the reader.
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§ 2. Characteristic varieties of U-modules

and shifted cotangent bundles

As usual, H is a linear algebraic group, and f: X~ Y is a H-prin

cipal fibration. The sheaf of relative enveloping algebras , U:~ [f*(VX)]H

admits a filtration given by the degrees m of differential operators as

U(m) ~ [f*(Vx(m))]H.

1t is easy to determine the associated graded sheaf gr U ~ $J U(m)/U(m-1):
ffi'::O

The quotient T*(X)/H of the cctangent bundle T*(X) by the action of H is

a vector bundle over Y; then

gr U ~ P*(OT*(X)/H)'

where p: T*(X)/H~ Y denotes the structural morphism. For instance,

U(1)/U(O) ~ [f*Tx]H identifies with the subsheaf of P*(OT*(X)/H) of func

tions which are linear on each fibre of p. 1t is easily seen that any co

herent sheaf M of U-modules admits locally a good filtration {Mnln e Z'

which may be used to define the characteristic variety Ch(M): We define

Ch(M) as the support in T*(X)/H of the coherent sheaf gr (M) of gr (U)

modules. Of course, this is not really a new nation: f-1(M) is a coherent

sheaf of VX-modules, and Ch f-1 (M) is the inverse image of the character-

istic variety Ch M in the usual sense under the quotient map T*(X)~ T*(X)/H.

There is a natural morphism i: T*(Y)~ T*(X)/H of vector bundles on

Y. 1f M is a coherent sheaf of Vy-modules, then i (eh M) is the character

istic variety of the U-module M"(Recall the natural surjection U ---» Vy of

§1• )

We shall mainly be interested in the description of the characteristic

variety Ch(U/~), where J is the sheaf of ideals in U induced fram an ideal
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""J in U{~) as defined in §1. It is clear that Ch{U/J) contains

T*{Y) c T*{X)/H (we assume J t U{~)). Evenmore, let Tf be the vector

bundle on Y which is the cokernel of i (Tf is dual to the tangent bundle

Tf to the fibres of f), and let q: T*{X)/H~ Tr be the quotient mor

phism. Then Ch{u/j) is the q-inverse image of a subvariety of Tf , which we

now determine.

Lemma 7: Let V c ~* be a subvariety invariant under the coadjoint action of

H. There exists a unique subvariety V of Tr such that, for any etale map j:

U---+ Y with U xy X~ U x H (hence j-1 Tf ~ U x n*), the inverse image

j-1{V) gets identified with U x v.

Proof: Uniqueness is clear. It then must be shown that any automorphism
P1

of U x H~ U, commuting with the right action of HJ induces an automor-

phism of Tp = U x h* which stabilizes U x V. But such an automorphism is
1

of the following type

U x H 3 (x,y)~ (x,a(x)y),

where a: U~ H is a regular map. This induces·the automorphism
J

(x,h*) ---')0 (x,Ad* a(x)· h*) of U x ~*,

which fixes U x V, since V is stable under the coadjoint action of H.

Hence the lemma.

For any U(~)-module M, let V(M) cr '1 h(M) denote its associated variety

(in the sense of Bernstein, cf. our part I, 4.1).

Proposition 3: For a (two-sided) ideal I of U(n), the characteristic variety ~

....
of U/I, considered as a sheaf of U-modules, may be described in terms of the

associated variety of U(n)/I, considered as a (left) U(~)-module, as foliows:

Ch(U/I) = q-1(V(U(~)/I)),
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the preimage under the quotient morphism q: T*X/H~ Tf (= eoker i) of the

variety defined in the previous lemma.

This proposition is proven by an easy loeal eomputation, whieh is left to

the reader.

Shifted eotangent bundles. It seems appropriate at this point to mention

some reeent work of Ginsburg [Gi] and Kostant (unpublished), explaining in

partieular how their new notion of "shifted eotangent bundles l' fits into our

present context. Here we assume the group H commutative, and f: X---+ Y

is a principal H-fibration as before. G-iven any II €. .b.*, we consider the sub

variety determined in T*X/H by the one element set V = {ll} as q-1(V)

(notation as in proposition 3).

Definition: This subvariety, made into a sympletie manifold by the pro

pos it ion below, i s ca lIed a 11 sh ifted eotangent bund le" of Y. It i s denoted by

T* (Y) = q- 1( {~} ) .
II '

'Proposition 4: (Ginsburg-Kostant): a) For eaeh ).1 E..b.*, the variety T~(Y)"

carries a natural structure of a sympletic manifold.

b) Th i s .11 sh ifted cotangent bund 1e 11 T*( Y) , eonsi dered as a scheme over YI

l.l ._

and as a sympletic manifold, is locally (with respeet to the etale topology)

isomorphie to T*Y, the "ordinaryll eotangent bundle.

c) If the llshift" j.l is zero, then the above eonstruetion reproduces the ordi

nary eotangent bundle, that is T: (Y) is naturally isomorphie to T*Y.

Remark: In the subsequent sketch of a proof of the proposition, we apply

the so-called method of Hamiltonian reduction, which is explained more generally,

and in more detail in a paper by Kazhdan, Kostant and Sternberg [KKS].
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Proof: Sinee the natural action of G on T*X is Hamiltonian, we have

a momentum map n: T*X ---+ h* (see [BBIJ, 2.3 for a definition in this ease,

or loc. eit., and [Kostant] for more general terminology). In the present case,

the momentum map is smooth, since we are dealing with a principal H-fibration

(eonsider a loeal trivialization to see this). It follows that the fibres of

x are smooth subvarieties of T*X. Furthermore J we claim that they are in-

volutive:

Lemma 8: The fibre -1
J[ 1.1 is an involutive subvariety of T*X.

This means (by definition of 11involutivity ll) that the tangent space

-1 (Tp n ~ at any point p of the fibre J is co-isotropie eontained in its

orthogonal) in Tp T*(X). - As usual, we may assume X = Y x H, hence

T*X = T*Y x T*H ~ T*Y x H x h*.

Then n-
1

1.1 = T*Y x H x {~}, so let p = (z, h, 1.1) with z t: T*Y, h E. H.

Then

T T*Y (I) h mh*.z --
-1space Tp n 1.1 is 0 ~ h·~ 0,

be shown. This simultaneouly shows

-1under the map ~~ Tpn 1.1

-1TP n 1.1 = Tz T*Y e> ThH = Tz T*Y e ~. G) 0 c

In this description, the orthogonal of the tangent

which'is J , indeed J contained in Tzn-
1

(1.1), as was to

-1that this orthogonal is the image of h in Tp n 1.1

coming fram the H-action on -1
n lJ.

Hence the mapping -1 -1
n 1.1~ n I.1/H has for fibres the leaves of the

Ilfol iation ll defined by the kernels of wl -1' the restrietions of the cano-
T n 1.1p

nical sympletic form w on T*X to the tangent spaces of ~-11.1 at its various

points p e Jt-
1

1.1. This is the so-called Ilnull-foliation ll
• 1t follows nOIN that

the restrietion of w to the tangent bundle of ~-llJ is the inverse image of

a 2-form wl on n- 11.1/H J which is non-degenerate. We have exhibited now the
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sympletic structure of the "shifted cotangent bundle ll T*(Y) ~ Tt-1~/H, and
~

the additional claims of proposition 4 are now easily seen fram the description

of this structure as given above. Q.e.d.

Affine structure on shifted eotangent bundles. Notiee that we have a

natural morphism

T*{Y) xY T*(Y)~ T* (Y)
~ 'J 1l+'J

for any 1l,V € ~*. This satisfies an obvious associativity law. In paricular,

taking 'J = 0, we see that T*Y = T~(Y), as a group scheme over Y, acts on

the Y-scheme T*(Y). Thus the shifted cotangent bundle T~{Y), for any II ~ h*,
II ~-

became 5 a pr inc i pa 1 tun:geneous T*Y-space. In the termineIcgy cf Gi nsburg (loc. cit. ), the

scheme T*Y~ Y is endowed with an affine structure. In more concrete terms,
II

the fibers of the projection map T*{Y) ~ Y have the structure of affine
II

spaces. It is then clear that the sheaf 0T*(Y) of functions on the shifted
II

cotangent bundle carries a natural filtration, given by degrees -of restrictions

of the functions to fibers, these restrietions be"ing considered as polynomials.

The symplectic structure of T*(Y) defines a Poisson bracket structure on
II

ÜT*(Y)· If" g" and h are two germs of sections of 0T*(Y)' which are affine
II II

on each fibre i.e. of degree ~ 1, then their Poisson bracket {~,h} is also

affine.

An interpretation in terms af connections. Let us now assume the group H

ane-dimensional, so its Lie algebra is ~ = k. In this ease, the shifted co

tangent bundle T1(Y) has the following niee interpretation due to A.Weinstein,

in terms of connections of the H-principal fibration f: X---+ Y under con-

sideration. Let us recall that a connection on this fibration is given by a

morphism
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of coherent sheaves on X satisfying the following two conditions (see LKNJ).

To state the conditions, let TXIY denote the subsheaf in Tx of those vector

fields on X tangent to the fibres of f, hence an exact sequence of 10ca11y

free coherent sheaves on X:

r df ()o~ TXlV~ TX ----.. f* TY

Then the defining conditions of a connection are:

a) 1 is H-equivariant.

b) 1 splits the above exact sequence..

Alternative1y, we may describe the connection in terms of a 1-form ß on

X satisfying certain properties. To da this, we associate to 1 given as above

the morphism of caherent sheaves on X, say

such that

roß = Id - 'Y od f .

Th i s definitioo makes sense, si nce Id - 1()df ha s image conta ined in Txrv' and

ß and 1 determine each other uniquely. We may view B as a 1-form on X.

In conclusion, a cannection on the H-principal fibration f: X---+ Y is the

same thing as the datum of a 1-form ß on X satisfying:

a l
) ß is invariant under H.

b' ) ßor = Idr .

*The latter condition means that, if v denotes the canonical image of 1 € h

(= k) in r~ c TX (coming from the H action on X), then <ß,v> = 1•

Now observe that a section of the fibration n- 1( 1)~ X determines a

differential form ß on X which satisfies b'). And ß will satisfy a') if
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and on1y if ß is induced from a section of the quotient fibration

x- 1(1)/H = Ti(Y)~ Y. Hence we have proved:

Proposition 5 (Weinstein): For a one-parameter group H, the connections of an

H principa1 fibration f: X~ Y are naturally in bijective correspondence

with the sections of the shifted cotangent bund1e Tt(Y)~ Y.

Interpretation of the symp1~ic form on - Tr(y) in terms of a curvature

form. Let us now discuss a little bit further the case H = Gm of the multi

p1icative group. In this case, we may always realize our principal fibration

f: X~ Y in the following way: X is the complement of the zero-section

y~ L in the total space of a line bundle Lover Y, with H = ~m

acting by homotheties. Given a 1-forrn ß on X satisfying a l
) and b' )

above J we may construct a connection 9 on the line bundle L, that is a

morphism of sheaves

such that

V(fs)'= f.V(s) + df IX) S

for f,s any 10cal sections of Oy resp. L.

The construction proceeds as follows. First assume 5 takes values in

X c L. Then define a morphism of sheaves a: Ty ---+ Oy by the following

diagram

Ty
ds -1) s*s TX

a. 1 ßl
Oy

-1= s*s 0x

as a. = Bads. Then Vs will be characterized by the equality
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<vS ,w> = Ct ( w) . s

for any 10eal seetion .W of Ty• To verify that this defines indeed a con

nection 'l, we mayas weIl assume that X= Y x dlm c. L = Y x ~a and that

ß = z-1 dz , where z is the coordinate on Ga; in fact, any other BI satis

fying a l
) and b') belongs to ß + f*(n~) c n~. Considering now s as a

function on y, it 15 now immediate that

a(w)j y = 51y) <w,ds>!y'

where Iy means evaluation at y € Y. We conclude

<'lw> = <w,ds>,

whichproves that 9 is in fact a connection. Now consider the curvature of the

connection 9, which is defined as a 2-form on Y. 8y an easy camputation in 10

cal coordinates, we see that its inverse image to X coincides whith de.

It follows fram proposition 5 that the H-principal fibration

-admits a connection" (which is canonical). Hence there is a canonical 1-form ß

on X xy T"r(y)

X xy Ti(y) is

the restrietion

satisfying the conditions analogous to a l
) and

obviously isomorphie to n- 1(1) c T*X; in this way

to n- 1(1) of the cotangent 1-form n on T*X.

b 1
). Now

ß becomes

8y the previous considerations, there is a natural connection on the pull

back of the line bundle L to the shifted cotangent bundle Ti(Y). Let R de

note the curvature form of this connection. Then the pul I-back of R to

X xY Tt(Y) 1s equal to

dB = d(nj 1 ).
n - (1)

Now we recall the sympletic form w l on T1(Y) constructed in the proof of

proposition 4, and we observe that the 2-forms Rand w1 have the same pull

back dß to Xxy Ti(Y). We conclude that the curvature R and the sym-
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pl~ic form w' on Tr(y) are egual. This observation is due to V. Ginsburg

(loc cit.).

Shifted cotangent bundles and polarizations. Let us now report on some re

rent"results of B. Kostant (unpublished), relating polarizations of linear forms

on a Lie algebra to affine bundles of the type T1(Y) considered above. Here

we consider a principal 6m-bundle X~ Y on a homogeneaus space Y = G/M

coming from an equivariant line bundle L~ Y by removing the zero section.

In more detail, let G be a linear algebraic group over k, Mc G a closed

subgroup. Then an equivariant line bundle L on Y = G/M is given by a charac

ter ~: M~ Gm as the associated bundle L = GXMk~ ~ G/M, and aur princi

pal ~m-bundle is thus described as X = GXMk:~ G/M. Furthermore, let mc ~

denate the Lie algebras of Mc G, and d : m---+ k the differential of the
~ -

character ~.

We recall that a polarization of same linear form fE~* is a subalgebra

~ c ~ such that (1) f restriets to a character of ~, and (2) the codimension

of ~ in ~ equals half the dimension of the'coadjoint orbit generated by f

(cf. e.g. lDiJ, [Ko2J, [Gi] for more back-ground).

~rem 1 (Kostant): (i) With notations as above, the following statements.·

are equivalent:

a) m is a polarization of same linear form f f ~* which extends d~ €·m*.

b) The shifted cotangent bundle Ti(Y) has an open G-orbit.

(ii) Moreover, if such is the case, then , for any a ~ k, the induced module

In~ ka.d~ = U(~) ~(m) ka.d~ (notation § 1) admits a central character.
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Proof: Let Gf resp. ~f = Lie Gf denote the isotropy group resp. sub

algebra for f € ~*. Then 9f is the kernel of the (Kirillov-) alternating bi

linear form Sf defined on ~ by

Bf(x,y) = f([x,yJ),

for x,y ~ ~. Now eonsider d~ + rrr c ~*, that is the set cf those linear forms

on ~ whieh restriet to d~ on ~, and note that this set is M-stable. Then

property (1) of a polarization is satisfied by m automatieally for any f ~ d~ + m~,

.1
and it says that f € [~,~J , so that m is isotropie for f; in partieular we

ha ve then ~f c ~ c..2.. But si nee Bf i s non-degenerate on .9/.2.f' wh ieh ident i

fies with the tangent spaee of the eoadjoint orbit crf ~ G/Gf , we see that then

porperty (2) of a polarization requires that m be a maximally isotropie sub

spaee of ~ with respeet to Bf , or equivalently that

dim ~/.9.f = dirn ~/~ = dirn ~ -L:

But ~/.9.f i s the tangent spaee of the M-orbi t Mf generated by f. Si nee dlJ + m.L

is M-stable we have Mf c d~+ m~, and the above equation requires that

dirn Mf = dirn ~/~f = dirn ~ + m~.

We eonelude fram this diseussion that statement a) is equivalent to the fol-

lowing:

a l
) M has an apen orbit in d~ +~.

In order to see that this is equivalent to statement b), we notice that the

shifted cotangent bundle T1(Y)~ Y is a G-equivariant affine bundle over

the homogeneous G-space Y = G/M with fiber d~ + m-L at the base point; it

follows that T1(Y) ~ GxM(dlJ + m1 ), and that this assoeiated bundle eontaines a

dense G-orbit if and only if the fibre d~ + m~ contains a dense M-orbit.

This proves the equivalence cf assertions a) and b). Ta prave the se

cond part cf the theorem, let us now assurne that a) and hence b) hold. We

first claim the fallowing:

Lemma 9: Every G-invariant section of U belangs ta the center of u.
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Here U is the relative enveloping algebra for our ~m-principal fibration

X~ Y. To prove the lemma, we proceed by induction on the degree j of a

G-invariant operator P ~ U, beginning with j = -1, where the claim is empty,

since U(-l) = o. So let P €. U(j) for some j ~ 0, and let 0 ~ Pe U(j )/U(j-1)

denote its II pr incipal symbol 11 , considered as a function on T*X/Gm.

5ince P is assumed G-invariant, P is aG-invariant function. By our assump-

tion b), G has a dense orbit on T1(Y). It follows then that the same is true

on T*(Y) for all scalars 0 t a € k. Hence ~ .is constant on each T*(Y).a a

But the T~(Y) = n- 1a are the fibers of the momentum map x: T*X/~m ~ ffia ,

hence we conclude that ~ comes from a function on ~a. Hence P =Ö equals

the principal symbol of some Q~ U(j) which belangs to the enveloping alge

bra of Lie(Glm) = k, which is central in U. Now P - Q E U(j - 1) is central

by induction hypothesis, hence P is central, which proves the lemma.

To prove statement (ii) of the theorem, let us apply proposition 2 in

order to interpret the induced module

in1: ka.d~ = U(~) G% (~) ka.d~ + A

in terms of U-modules: Denoting T the base point of Y = G/M, and N the one-

dimensional module for Lie = (~m) = k given by rrultiplicationwith a f: k,
,.w

the above induced module, in the notation of proposition 2, is equal to NT'

made into a U(~)-module by means af the algebra-hamomorphism U(~) ~ U1.

8y lemma 9, the center Z(gJ of U(g) maps into U( Itk11) C Ur' where llkll

stands for the Li e algebra of Gm. But U('Ik 11 ) acts on NT by the cha racter

corresponding to N (resp. a), hence by scalars. This proves that the center

of U(~) acts by scalars. Now the proof of the theorem is complete. Q.e.d.

Remark 1: Assuming statement b) in the theorem to be valid, let ~ de

note the open G-orbit in T1(Y). Then the momentum map
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-maps ~ G-equivariantly onto a coadjoint orbit a c ~*. This is the orbit

generated by any f as in statement a) of the theorem. We note that the map-
.... ,.. ,..

ping ~---+ if is a finite covering: In fact, if f € a is apreimage of f,

then Gf = Gf (\ M, and si nce ~f C !!!' we have Gf C r~, hence rr = G/Gf'~ G/Gf = (j

is a covering of degree [Gf : GfJ = [Gf (G f n M)J S [Gf GfJ < a. Note that

-the covering ~ ----+ 0" is an isomorphism, if and only if Gf c. M. It is easy to

verify that the inverse image of the Kostant-Kirillov s~lecticform on ~ (see

[K01J, §5) to &coincides with the restriction of the symplectic form on

T1(Y), as.described in proposition 4. For a systematic discussion of finite co

verings of coadjoint orbits, the reader may consult the work of Kostant, loc.cit ..

Remark 2: Let us only mention at this point, that Ginsburg has weakened the

notion cf a polarization in such a way that all linear forms on ~ admit a pola

rization in this weak sense. For this point, and, more generally, for a very

careful analysis of the geometry cf the diagram

the reader is refered to GinsburgIs papers [G1J l [G2J.
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§ 3. Application to the description of the associated

variety of an induced ideal

In this chapter, G is a linear algebraic group with Lie algebra ~,

P is a parabolic subgroup of G, with Lie algebra Q, and we consider the P

principal fibration f: G---+ G/P as in §1. The assumption of parabolicity on

P amounts to the assumption of completeness of the base space G/P (see [Sp]

~or such standard background on algebraic groups), and same of the argu-

ments below are heavily based on this extra assumption.

Proposition 6: Let M be a coherent sheaf of left U-modules which admits a glo

bal good filtration on G/P. Then:

a) The sheaf cohomology groups Hi(G/P,M), for any integer i, are U(~)-modules

of finite type.

b) The associated (Bernstein-) varieties in R* of these U(~)-modules (termi

~olog~ [SB1J, 4.1) are contained in the image of the characteristic variety

Ch(M) (as defined in §2) under the momentum map rr:(T*G)/P~~*.

That is to say

V(Hi(G/P,M)) c rr(Ch(M})

for all i c 71.

Here the assumption on M means that M is represented as a union of co-

herent _OG/P-submodules M(r), rE 1, such that

( i) U(m) M(r) c M(m+r ), f 0 r a11 m,r E. 71 ,

( i i) the assoc iated graded sheaf gr M := Cl) M(r)/M(r-1) is coherent as a
r

grU-module.

Recall that grU ~ q* O(T*G)/P' if q: (T*G)/P~ G/P denotes the canonical

projection.
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Proof: Let us filter Hi(G/P,M) by the following subspaces

Hi(G/P,M)(r):= Im[Hi(G/P,M(r))~ Hi(G/P,M)J.

Then

grr Hi(G/P,M):= Hi(G/P, M)(r) I Hi (G/P,M)(r-1)

is a quotient of

Hi(G/P,M(r)) I Image Hi (G/P,M(r-1)),

which in turn injects into

Hi(G/P,grr M), where grr M;= M(r)IU(r-1).

We conclude that, considered as modules over gr U(~) = S(~), the associated

graded module

gr Hi(G/P,M) =G1r grr Hi(G/P,M)

is a sUbquotient of

Hi(G/P,gr M).

(Cf. also [SB 111], lemma 1.6, for a similar kind of argument.) To prove our

proposition, it therefore suffices to prove the following:

Lemma: a) Hi(G/P,gr M) ~ S(~)-module of finite type.

b) Its support is contained in n Ch(M).

We may interpret gr M as a direct image q*(N) of some coherent sheaf

N of O(T*G)/P-mOdules. Since the morphism q is affine, we have:

(1) Hi(G/P,gr M) = Hi((T*G)/P,N).

Now'since ~* is affine, we conclude by Serrels vanishing theorem that the

cohomology Hj(~*,Ri n~ N) vani.shes in degrees j > 0, and so the Leray spec

tral sequence for the sheaf N, and the morphism ~ degenerates. This gives

(2) Hi((T*G)/P,N) = HO(~, Ri n* N).

Now we use the completeness of G/P to conclude that n is proper, so that

Grauert's theorem applies (see [EGAJIII, Theoreme 3.2.1, or [HartshorneJ 111,

Theorem 8.8), to give that Ri "* N i5 a coherent O~*-module. Hence
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HO(~*,Ri 1* N) is of finite type. Now equations (2) and (1) above imply a).

To prove b), consider any polynomial function on ~*, say F E Sm(~),

whose pul I-back to (T*G)/P vanishes on the characteristic variety Ch(M) •

Then by the definition of Ch(M)., there is a covering (Uo)o of G/P by
s

Zariski open sets Uo' and there are integers S > 0, such that F 0
0

annihilates gr M on Uo' By the quasi-compactness of G/P, we may assume

this covering to be finite, so there exists an integer s > 0 such that FS

annihilates gr M, and hence all its cohomology groups Hi(G/p,gr M). Hence

the function F vanishes on the support of Hi(G/p,gr M). This proves b)

of the lemma. Q.e.d.

By the associated variety of an ideal I in U(~), we mean the zero set

in ~* of its associated graded ideal gr I c S(~) with respect to the ca

nonical filtration of U(~), notation: V(grI) = V(U(~)/I) (as in [SB1J, 4.2).

We are now ready to prove our main result, on the behaviour of associated va-

rieties under "parabolic induction":

Theorem 2: Let I be any (two-sided) ideal of U(t), and let J be the ideal'

induced fram I ~ U(~). Then the associated variety of J is obtained fram

that af I by taking the G-saturatian of the inverse image with respect to the

restrietion map p: ~* ~ Q*, that is to say:

V(gr J) = G p-1 V(gr I).

Remark: The same statement is - equivalently - true for IItwisted" or

lldoubly twisted ll induction. In fact, we have for a U(Q)-:module M:

V(gr Ann M) = V(gr Ann·M ~ k ),
\.l

even for an arbitrary character \.l of Q, as is very easy to see.
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Proof: 1t is clear that V(gr J) contains p-1 V(gr I), and that it

must be stable under the coadjoint action of G, since J is a two-sided ideal.

Hence the inclusion

V(gr J) ~ G ~-1 V(gr I)

is easy (same arguments as used already in [B01J, 2.3). So the point is to prove

the opposite inclusion. We prove instead:

V(gr Jl) c G p-1 V(gr I),

for J I the "doubly twi sted 11 induced idea 1. (By the prev ious remark, the lltwi st If

does not matter for establishing the theorem.)

..,
As explained in §1, the ideal I defines a sheaf of ideals I (notation

§1) in the relative enveloping algebra U of the fibration G~ G/P. Notice

that U/I admits a globally defined good filtration, given by the images of the

U(m), mE N (notation §2). So by proposition 6, its ring cf global sections
f'W

r(G/p,U/I) is cf finite type as a left module over U(~), and its associated
IV

variety is contained in n Ch(U/I).

On the other hand, we know that this U(g)-module contains . U(~)/Jl as a

submodule (see proposition 2 and its corollary). So we have shown that

V(gr Jl) C ~ Ch(u/i).

Now we make use of the description of the characteristic variety Ch(U/I) given

in proposition 3 and lemma 7. Using the associated fibre bundle descriptions of

T*Y = T*(G/P) = G xp(g/p)* = G xPQ~ ,

(T*X)/P = G XP~*I and T*P ~ G xPQ*,

we obtain

Ch(U/I) = G xPp-1 V(U(Q)/I).

Since Tt:(T*X)/P ----'>.9.* is given by 'l co 11apsing ll the vector-bundle G xP.[*, we

finally conc1ude that
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V(gr JI) C 1t ch(u/I) = G p-1 V(gr I),

which is what we wanted to prove. Q.e.d.

Remarks.

1.) Dur result above on the behaviour of associated varieties under induction

from a parabolic subalgebra (theorem 2) is analogous to a result of Barbasch

and Vogan on the behaviour of wave front sets of representations under para

bolic induction [SV].

2.) We do not know about possible extensions of this result to the case of a non

parabolic subgroup P.

3.) The special case of parabolic induction fram a finite-dimensional represen

tation is particularly important, since it suffices for most of the appli

cations. For this special case of theorem 2, we have given a proof in more

elementary terms in [BBJI(see theorem 4.6 and corollary 4.7). Note that in

this previous proof, we used the algebra of those differential operators on

G/(P,P) which are invariant under the right action of P/(P,P), hence we

were in effect using already there a special case of the method fully de

veloped in the present paper. Later in this chapter, we shall return to

this situation from [BB], loc.cit., and discuss it a little bit further

in the new light of our present methods.

A related result of Kostant. Let us mention here without proof an unpub

lished result of B. Kostant (cf. also [K02] in this context), which bears some

resemblance to our results here, and which he kindly communicated to us in a

letter in 1981, shortly after we had established theorem 2. We use the same no

tation as in theorem 1 (on the shifted cotangent bundle characterization of po

larizations). In particular, a character of ~ of the closed subgroup Mc G

is given, and its differential d~ ~ m* is extended to a linear form f E ~*;

the momentum map ~. T*Y~ R* refers to the homogeneous space Y = G/M.
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Assumption a) of the theorem below coincides with a) of theorem 1.

Theorem 3 (Kostant): Assume that

a) ~ is a polarization of f,

b) the coadjoint orbit ~ = Gf is closed, with centralizer Gf connected, and

c) d im fJ = d im Jt ( T*Y).

Consider the annihilator ideal = Ann U(~) ~(~) kad~+A in U(~), and

compare this to the ideal J ~ S(~) = O(~*) of all functions vanishing on

ff. Then, with respect to the canonical filtrations on U(~) resp. S(~), we

have:

(1) gr I is prime if and cnly if gr J is prime.

(2) lf (1) hclds, then gr I = gr J, and the associated variety of I is the

closure of the image of the momentum map: V(gr I) = Jt(T*Y).

Basic filtration cf relative enveloping algebras. Let us return once more

to the case of a principal H-fibration f: X~ Y with respect to a com

mutative algebraic group H, as considered in §2. As a complement to the theory

of the relative enveloping algebra U as developed so far, we want to suggest

now an alternative concept of "characteristic variety", which refers to the

following new filtration of U by subsheaves Ubas (m) (m € ll). Roughly speaking,

Ubas (m) is the subsheaf of U made cf those differential operators on X

invariant under H, which have 10cal1y order at most m in the base-direction.

More p~ecisely, the definition is given by part a) of the next lemma.

Lemma 10:

a) There exists a unique filtration (Ubas(m)) m€ ~ of U such that for

any etale map U~ Y with UXyX ~ UxH we have

i*(Ubas(m)) = Vu(m) ~ U(!!.). (*)
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b) The associated graded sheaf with respect to this filtration,

grbas U := m.~71 Ubas (m)/ubas (m-1)

is a coherent sheaf of commutative rings on Y, with noetherian stalks.

Proof:

a) To establish the existence of this filtration, it suffices to show that an

automorphism a of U x H of the form a:(X,h)~ (x,a(x)h) preserves

the ri ght-hand si de of (*), for all degrees m~ 1. It actua l.ly suff ices
')

to consider the case m = 1, because Vu(m) ~ U(b) is generated on U

by the product of m copies of VU(1) ~k U(~). Now VU(1) ~ U(~) is

generated by U(.b.) and by TU ~ U(.b.) as an 0U-modu 1e, ard a preserves U(.b.), arxi

maps a vector f ie1d on U into an elerent 'cf TU ffi (OU <Dk .b.). Hence a pre

serves Vu(1) C\ U(,b.) •

b) The claim is clear locally, i.e. over U for any ~tale map i:U~ Y as

in a). Then the same holds already on Y by etale descent theory. Q.e.d.

Alternative description of grbasu. Recalling the exact sequence of vector

bundles on Y:

Y

let us now also define allbasic filtration ll of the sheaf

F := q*O(T*X)/H

by the subsheaves Fbas(m) which consist of those germs of functions, which

restrict to polynomials of degree < m on each plane parallel to (T*Y)y in

the fibre q-1(y) for any y € Y.
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Lemma 11: There is a eanonical isomorphism

grbas U ~ grbas q* O(T*X)/H.

Here the right-hand side is the associated graded sheaf

grbas F := $ Fbas(m)/Fbas(m-1)
mt::7L

in the above notation.

Proof: Let us define a map Ubas (1)~ Fbas (1) as follows: A 10eal

seetion s of Ubas (1) may be written as

S= vlZlA+w0B

where A,B e: U(.!:!.) , and v resp. ware loeal sections of 0y resp.

Dur map is defined by sending

s~ B 01 (w) t

where 01(w) denotes the ordinary prineipal symbol of w, considered as a funetion

on (T*X)/H, and B E:. U(.!:!.) = S(.!:!.) is viewed as a funetion on Tf , pul1ed back

to (T*X)/H. By taking products, this definition extends to define maps

Ubas (m) ~ Fbas (m) in all degrees m~ 1, or a filtered map U~ F.

Hence we obtain an assoeiated graded map grbas U ---+grbas F. The verification

that this is an isomorphism may be done 10ca11y for the etale topology, and then

it presents no diffieulty. Q.e.d.

COlTUllent. We notiee that the llbasic filtration ll of q* 0T*X/H does not come

from any natural grading, because one ean not define the nation of "homogeneous

funetions ll on an affine space without making a choice of an origin.

The geometrical meaning of the "basic filtration lt is further elarified by

the fol1owing lemma.
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Lemma 12: Let ql denote the canonical projection map

.q I: (T*Y) x Tf -----4> y.
Y

Then we have canonically

q* O(T*X)/H ; q~ O(T*Y) x T*
y f

Proof: Obviously, a local trivialization of f gives rise to such a natural

isomorphism. Since this isomorphism is easily seen to be independent of the

chaice of a trivialization, the lemma foliows. Q.e.d.

Modified notion of characteristic variety. Based on the notion of basic

filtrations introduced above, we may now define for a coherent sheaf M of left

U-modules a new notion of characteristic variety Chbas (M). This is, by de

finition, the support of the associated graded grbas U-modules obtained fram

M by using 10ca11y a"basic" good filtration of M. In view af the canonical

identifications made by lemmas 10 and 11, this defines a subvariety

Chbas (M) c (T*Y) xy Tfo

This definitial is not particularly useful in itself. However, we may use it 

under a certain assumption - to define yet anather nation of characteristic

variety, which is contained in (T*X)/H, and which is no langer necessarily

homogeneaus. We first state the extra assumption, and then the new definition.

Assumption: The characteristic variety Chbas (M) is a union of fibres

of the prajection map P2: T*V Xv Tf ---+ Tf , that is

(*) Chbas (M) ::: P2 1
P2 Chbas (M) 0

Definition: If (*) hoIds, then we define

Chstr (M) :::: t- 1P2 Chbas(M),

where t is the projection map (T*X)/H~ Tf ::: h* x V.
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We note that the two varieties Chstr (M) and Chbas (M) have the same di

mension.

This definition applies for instanee to the study of indueed ideals as
..,

follows: Let J be an ideal in U(~) = S(~), and let J denote the sheaf of

"indueed ll ideals in U as eonsidered in §§1 and 2.

Lemma 13: The module M= u/j satisfies (*), ~ Chstr (U/j) i5 defined.

Moreover, it i s deser i bed by the support S~QP (S (hJ I J) c.,b.* .22.

Chstr (U/J) = t- 1(SuPp(S(.QJ/J) x V).

The case of parabolic induction and relation to Dixmier sheets. We shall

illustrate and clarify now the purpose ef our new netion ef characteristic

variety by specializing the previous discussion to the study of parabolie in

duetien as begun in [88]1·',4.6 ff .. So let P be a parabolie subgreup of a

semisimple group G. Now we take X = G/(P,P), Y = G/P, and f: X---+ Y the

canonical fibration; this is an A-principal fibration with respect to the com

mutative group A = P/(P,P), a torus. Let us describe the quotient map

T*X~ (T*X) IA and the moment map lt: (T*X) / A~ R* for th is ease more

explieitly. For convenience, we may identify ~* with ~ by the Killing form~

and we let Q = Lie P, ~ = Lie A ete. the Lie algebras as usual. We note that

the orthogonal in R* = ~ of the commutator [Q,Q] = Lie (P,P) is equal to
ltthe solvable radieal !p of Q. Then the canonical maps T*X~ (T*X)/A~~*

have the following description in terms of assoeiated fibre bundles:

Tr
= Gx1P) [.2.,.2.].J. = GtP'P)~

(T*X)/A = GXP[Q,Q] -L =
Gi ~

1· 1 ~
g* ::>. G[R,Q] = GE.p
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(The bottom right arrow is known as a case of "collapsingll a vector-bundle, or

in this particular case it is also known as a lIgeneralized Grothendieck simul-

taneous resolution"; this situation has been extensively studied in various con-

texts by many authors; for more back-ground, we refer to [BK], [B02], [BM], [88]1,

4.6, [SI).) In particular, the image of the moment map n identifies with

Im n = G!.p = !p'

the closure of the so-called llDixmier sheet ll Sp C.9.. attached to the parabolic

subgroup P (see [BK)).

Let p :.[* -to 2* denote the restrietion map, as in theorem 2. Note that

its kernel 12.1 identifies with the nilradical i!p of 12. under the Killing

form identification ,[* =~. Let Q=.Q.p+~ be the Levi decomposition, and
-i!p the complement of Q in ,[ which is stable for the reductive subalgebra

~1 so that 12.- := ~ + .!!p is the parabolic subalgebra "opposite ll to Q.

Then we may identify P:.9.*~ .12.* with the projection map of .9. =~ e .12.-

onto .12.-. We further observe that the center of the Levi subalgebra ~, which

equals ~ n~, maps isomorphically onto ~ = Q/[Q,Q] (~~* by Kil1ing form);

by transp:lsitim , we. get a linear map 'Cf ~* into ,[* =.9.., l.J~ Ci. ( l.J), where a (~)

is ~ ~n ~,and 0 on the complement [R,Q) + ~ of a. With this notation,

we shall have for any ~ G: ~*( C.Q*):

-1
p (~) = Ci.(lJ) + ~.

Now let I~;= AnnU(Q) k~ denote the annihilator of the one-dimensional
I"\;

'p--modu 1e of we ight lJ e: 2-.*, and Iet I~ denote the sheaf of 11 induced 11 idea 1s

in U, as introduced in §1. Let us first note that the "o,,:",dinaryll characteristic
'V

variety eh (U/I) is not of much interest to US, because it is independent üf
lJ

~. In fact, it is determined by the associated variety of IlJ (by proposition

3), and this is always the zero point only. More precisely, proposition 3

gives that:
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- P -1 P
Ch(U/I~) = Gx p (0) = Gx ~J

which is a veetor-bundle (isomorphie to T*Y) independent of ~.

Next, let us determine the tlnew" characteristic variety for this case;

from the previous diseussion, we conclude:
- P -1 P PProposition 7: Chstr(U/1J) = Gx p (~) = Gx (a(~) + ~) c Gx ~.

This is an affine bund1e depending on ~,and not a vector-bundle un1ess

~ = O. Not on1y does this charaeteristic variety depend on ~,but even its

image under the moment map does, for we have:

Corollary: l(Chst~(U/I~)) = G(~(~) + ~), i.e. the image under the mo

ment map equa1s the G-saturation of a(~) + ~.

Now let us recall a few facts from the theory of sheets [802J (see also

[BK], [BJJ): (1) For each II €. a*, the above G-stable subset G(~(IJ) +.Q.p)

is the closure of a single G-orbit, denoted G(~(IJ) + ~)reg (notation of

loc.cit.). (2) These G-orbits have all dimension equal to 2 dirn G/P = 2 dirn ~.

(3) The union of these orbits, for all ~ f a* is a maximal irreducible G

stable subset of ~ containing only orbits of this dimension. (4) This union

is the Dixmier sheet

Sp = U G(I:1(IJ) + n )reg = Grreg .
~ €. a* .:.:..p

(5) The map IJ~ G(~(IJ) + ~)reg induces a bijective correspondence

~*/Wp ~ Sp/G

between the set of G-orbits in the sheet Sp' and the set of Wp-orbits in ~*,

where Wp is the normalizer of a in the Weyl group (see loc.cit.). The last

statement is one version of the lIparametrization theorem ll for the orbits in a

sheet, as prö~ed in [802],.5.6.
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Corollary: The moment map n:(T*X)/A~~* maps Chstr(U/I~) onto the

closure of the orbit in the Dixmier sheet Sp determined by the parameter ~

(according to the parametrization theorem (5)).

In conclusion, we obtain the remarkable fact that the orbit determined by

~ in the Dixmier sheet Sp is intrinsically attached to the sheaf of ideals

-I in U.
~

Same complementary remarks and open questions. The basic filtration of U,

as defined before lemma 11 , induces an interesting filtration on the ring
~

(the quotient cf [BBI],R '- U(~)/Ann Ind[Q1Q](ko) UCS) considered already in. -

theorem 4.6), which is in general not the one induced fram the natural filtration

~.9.
Problem 1: What is the "associated variety" of U(~)/Ann IndE. k~ with respect

ta this non-standard filtration of R?

We conjecture that this associated variety should be again that closure of

the orbit determined by ~ in the Dixmier sheet Sp'

Problem 2: Work out the precise relation between the primitive ideals of the

ring R above, and those cf f(G/P,U).

We expect that this relation would essentially amount to a Galois theory

of central ring extensions, provided that cne has solved the following:

Problem 3: ls r(G/p,u) equal to the central extension R~(~) S(~)?

This has been proved - up to a central localizat10n - by Gelfand

and Kirillov for the special case where P = B is a Borel subgroup [GKJ,
Corollary 12.1.
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In this case, ~ =~ is a Cartan subalgebra, the central extension refers to

the Harish-Chandra isomorphism of the center Z(~) of U(~) onto the Weyl

group invariants S(~)W, and the Galois group of this extension is the Weyl

group w.

We prove the following result far P=8, canjectured in [GK] , remark 10.4.

Proposition 8: The ring of global sections r(G/B,U) is equal to the central

exten si on U(~J ~ (~) 5(!!) .

Proof: Both U(~) and S(~) have natural filtrations by order; these

filtrations have the same restrietion to Z(~), as follows by a careful

examinati-on of Harish-Chandrals isomorphism w: Z(.ß)~ S(~)W used for

identification. Now the left action of G, and the right action of H = B/(B,8)

on G/8 provide us with natural ring homomorphisms U(~) ~ r(G/B,U) resp.

S(~) = U(,b.)~ r(G/B,U) (thelloperator representations" in the terminology of

[BB]1) which respect filtrations. These two homomorphisms coincide on

Z(~) = S(~)W, as can be seen fram the follawing characterization of Harish-

Chandrals isomorphism w:

w(?) - P €. ~ U(~) for all ? E. Z(~).

Since furthermore the left G-action commutes with the right H-action, we get

a morphism

q,: U(,9) 0z(~) S(l!) --+ r(G/B,U)

of filtered rings. In order to prove that ~ is an isomorphisffi, it is there-

for enough to prove that the assoc iated graded homomorph i sm gr q, is an isarorphi 911, 'Itlere

gr ~:S(~) ~ WS(h)~ O((T*X)/H) = O(T*X)H
S(.t!) -

(recall that X = G/(B,8)) coincides with the ring homomorphism given by the
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canonical map

~: (T*X)/H~~* xh*/W ~*.

This latter map ~ is the composition of the momentum map cf the G x H action

on X, and the projection map ~* x ~* ~ ~* xh*/W ~*. Now it is easily seen

that the map ~ is proper and birational. It follows that O((T*X)/H) is an

integral extension of S(~) ~ WS(h), and ~* = gr ~ induces an isomorphism
S( h) -

of the fields of fractions. Therefor the following lemma implies that ~* must

be an isomorphism and hence completes the proof of proposition 3. Q.e.d.

Lemma 14: The variety ~* Xh*/W h* is normal.

Ta prove this, we use the normality criterion of Serre [Se2]. Observe that

g* xh*/W ~* is finite over ~*, hence affine. Its singular locus has codimension

~ 2, since this singular locus is contained in the inverse image of the singular

locus of the discriminant of ~* ~,.h*/W. Since O(~*) = S(~) is free over

O(~*/W) = S(~)W by Chevalleyls theorem, it follows that O(~* xh*/W ~*) is

free as a module over O(~*) = S(~), hence is a Cohen-Macanlay ring. Now Serrels

criterion applies and gives the lemma.

Remark: This proof will fail for a general G/p, since the corresponding

variety Sp xa*/W ~* will in general not be normal.
- p
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